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Abstract. A transient technique for generating ice sheet
preindustrial initial conditions for long-term coupled ice
sheet/climate model simulations is developed and demonstrated over the Greenland ice sheet using the Community
Earth System Model (CESM). End-member paleoclimate
simulations of the last glacial maximum, mid-Holocene optimum and the preindustrial are combined using weighting
provided by ice core data time series to derive continuous
energy-balance-model-derived surface mass balance and surface temperature fields, which are subsequently used to force
a long transient ice sheet model simulation of the last glacial
cycle, ending at the preindustrial. The procedure accounts for
the evolution of climate through the last glacial period and
converges to a simulated preindustrial ice sheet that is geometrically and thermodynamically consistent with the preindustrial CESM state, yet contains a transient memory of past
climate. The preindustrial state generated using this technique notably improves upon the standard equilibrium spinup technique, relative to observations and other model studies, although in the demonstration we present here, large biases remain due primarily to climate model forcing biases.
Ultimately, the method we describe provides a clear template
for generating initial conditions for ice sheets within a fully
coupled climate model framework that allows for the effects
of past climate history to be self-consistently included in
long-term simulations of the fully coupled ice sheet/climate
system.

1

Introduction

Ice sheets play an important role in regulating critical aspects of the climate system such as sea level rise (Foster
and Rohling, 2013), atmospheric circulation (Ridley et al.,
2005) and ocean circulation (Weaver et al., 2003). Ice sheets
can be considered coupled components of the climate system for several reasons. Ice sheet geometry is closely related to climate via the surface mass balance (SMB) and surface temperature (Cuffey and Paterson, 2010): SMB defines
where ice accumulates or melts and thus helps determines
ice sheet geometry, while advection of surface temperature
into ice sheets regulates the internal ice temperature distribution and consequently ice rheology and basal sliding. Conversely, ice sheet presence and evolution is a fundamental
control on regional to hemispheric circulation patterns (e.g.,
Manabe and Broccoli, 1985), oceanic freshwater fluxes (e.g.,
Broecker, 1994) and regional climate behavior (e.g., Langen
et al., 2012).
Coupled ice sheet/climate models are potentially powerful tools for understanding the behavior of ice sheets (Hanna
et al., 2013) because they are able to simulate important
feedbacks between ice sheets and climate and calculate the
SMB using in-line energy balance calculations. Thus, an increasing number of fully coupled ice sheet/climate models
are in active development and have recently been used to
perform a wide range of experiments (e.g., Vizcaíno et al.,
2010; Fyke et al., 2011; Gregory et al., 2012; Lipscomb et al.,
2013). An important aspect of coupled ice sheet/climate simulations is the generation of consistent initial coupled ice
sheet/climate conditions. In coupled climate models, including those with integrated ice sheets, full self-consistency
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between all components of the climate model is required
before prognostic experiments can proceed. In traditional
non-ice-sheet-enabled models, this consistency typically is
acquired through spin-up to a stable equilibrium, with all
coupling between components enabled. Ice sheets excluded,
the slowest component of coupled models to equilibrate is
usually the deep ocean, which reaches steady state after
∼ 103 years; this deep-ocean spin-up time ultimately determines the coupled model spin-up simulation length. In typical preindustrial coupled climate model spin-up exercises,
the primary goal is to obtain a coupled model state in which
all the physical and biogeochemical components (including
the deep ocean) are in equilibrium with each other and with
recent Holocene climate forcings (insolation, radiative gases,
etc.) at the year 1850.
Inclusion of ice sheets in coupled models complicates
this traditional ocean-limited preindustrial spin-up approach,
for the basic reason that ice sheets reach quasi-equilibrium
on average deep ice residence and lithospheric relaxation
timescales, i.e., ∼ 104 –105 years (i.e., 1–2 orders of magnitude slower than the ocean). This long equilibration time
means that the present-day Greenland and Antarctic ice
sheets (GrIS/AIS) are not in full equilibrium with preindustrial (i.e., recent Holocene) climate. Rather, they contain a
remnant thermal and dynamic memory of past glacial periods that is reflected in present-day ice sheet conditions and
potentially in long-term future ice sheet projections. Computationally efficient stand-alone ice sheet model simulations
forced with simple and highly parameterized climate representations driven by various paleoclimate time series are able
to simulate the 104 –105 years necessary to capture this memory (e.g., Huybrechts, 2002; Applegate et al., 2012). However, an analogous synchronous fully coupled spin-up with
a computationally expensive fully coupled ice sheet/climate
model is simply not possible. Several approaches have been
introduced to circumvent this computational barrier to generating preindustrial coupled ice sheet/climate initial conditions. However, each method displays significant shortcomings:
– A computationally cheaper climate parameterization
can be used to force an ice sheet model through one
or more glacial periods. At some point, the resulting ice
sheet could be inserted into the climate model (Vizcaíno
et al., 2010). Shortcoming: this approach results in an
artificial discontinuity in the ice dynamic response due
to a step-function change in climate forcing that potentially affects future simulations.
– A positive-degree-day (PDD)-based SMB model could
be used for past climates, with anomalies of modelsimulated preindustrial temperature/precipitation conditions calculated using paleoclimate time series (Quiquet
et al., 2013). Shortcoming: an analogous approach to
scaling inputs to the SMB model is not feasible for more
Geosci. Model Dev., 7, 1183–1195, 2014
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physically consistent energy-balance-based SMB models. Also, if a PDD model is used during spin-up, a discontinuity will occur at the transition to the more consistent energy balance surface calculations within the coupled climate model framework.
– Asynchronous coupling could be used to accelerate the
ice sheet and orbital forcings, relative to the rest of
the climate. Shortcoming: abyssal-ocean- and ice-sheetrelated limits to asynchronicity (Calov et al., 2009)
still necessitate an extremely long climate simulation of
10 kyr or more to cover the entire last glacial cycle.
– The ice sheet/climate model could be spun up under
constant preindustrial forcing (Fyke et al., 2011). Shortcoming: while this approach may be valid for decadalto-century-scale simulations (Seroussi et al., 2013), neglecting past climate history on preindustrial ice sheet
conditions will affect the longer century-to-millennialscale dynamic response of the ice sheets in coupled
model simulations.
These issues point to a requirement for an alternate method
for generating spun-up ice sheets that (a) is driven by uncorrected conditions generated with integrated coupled climate
model energy balance calculations; (b) has an internal memory of the past glacial climate state (specifically as represented by bias-uncorrected paleoclimate climate simulations)
and (c) is self-consistent with the state of the climate-modelsimulated preindustrial climate. These constraints must be
satisfied so that the resulting ice sheet state can be “inserted”
into a fully coupled framework as part of the suite of selfconsistent component model initial conditions. In this study
we describe and demonstrate one method for achieving this
goal.
A summary of this paper is as follows: we first detail the
SMB and ice sheet models, the procedure for generating transient SMB forcing for the last glacial period and how this
forcing drives an ice sheet model. We then demonstrate the
ability of this method to simulate a transiently spun-up preindustrial ice sheet that exhibits dynamic and thermodynamic
memory of past climate, yet is consistent with a simulated
preindustrial climate model state and shows notable improvement relative to an equivalent equilibrium spin-up, when
compared to relevant observations. Finally, we discuss potential future ice sheet and climate model developments that
could further improve the transiently spun-up preindustrial
ice sheet state (but which are outside the scope of the methods description presented here) and briefly contrast spin-up
of ice sheet models with inversion-based initialization methods in the context of coupled ice sheet/climate modeling.
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Models and methodology
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2.2

End-member climate SMB and temperature
generation

Models

To develop a preindustrial ice sheet state that is compatible for use in a fully coupled modeling framework, we use
a toolchain of models within the Community Earth System
Model (CESM) framework. These include the fully coupled
climate model CCSM4 (Gent et al., 2011), the stand-alone
Community Land Model Version 4 (CLM; Oleson et al.,
2010) and the Community Ice Sheet Model (CISM; Lipscomb et al., 2013) within CESM1.1. We point the reader
to the above references for detailed technical descriptions
of CCSM4, CLM4 and CISM. Briefly, we summarize here
that CISM is a shallow-ice-approximation thermomechanical ice sheet model on a 5 km resolution GrIS grid. It includes a simple parameterization of basal sliding that depends on the presence of basal ice at the pressure melting
point and a simple calving prescription in which all ice at
floatation is instantaneously removed. SMB and surface temperature calculations over the GrIS are calculated using a full
energy-balance-based SMB model at multiple vertical levels
in CLM, the elevations of which are explicitly set to cover
the full potential range of GrIS elevations. Importantly, SMB
and surface temperatures are calculated at each time step in
a full (x, y, z) matrix that includes locations where the GrIS
surface does not exist. This feature is critical in the context
of the ice sheet spin-up procedure described below, because
it allows SMB and surface temperature values to be easily
and directly interpolated to the evolving GrIS ice topography.
This avoids complexities related to generating SMB lapse
rates (Helsen et al., 2012) since it allows vertically interpolated climate-model-derived SMB values to be used directly
during the ice sheet model simulation.
The ice sheet spin-up technique described here using
CCSM4, CLM and CISM simulations can be briefly stated as
follows: the coupled CCSM4 climate model was used to simulate last glacial maximum (LGM), mid-Holocene optimum
(MHO) and preindustrial climate states. Using output from
these simulations, a corresponding set of CLM land surface
model simulations were carried out to generate SMB and surface temperatures over Greenland for LGM, MHO and preindustrial climates. Composite SMB and surface temperatures
at times between these “end-member” climate states were
then calculated using weighting based on the North Greenland Ice Core Project (NGRIP) ice core δO18 record (Wolff
et al., 2010). This series of forcing fields is finally downscaled via interpolation to the ice sheet model topography to
drive a long CISM ice sheet model simulation. This process
is described in more detail below and detailed graphically in
Fig. 1.

Previously, Brady et al. (2013) generated fully coupled
equilibrium climate states for the LGM and MHO using
the CCSM4. This same model configuration was also integrated to equilibrium under preindustrial conditions (Landrum et al., 2012). These “simulations of opportunity” provided us with end-member climate states to use in testing
our spin-up procedure. Unlike more recent versions of the
CESM, the version of CLM within these CCSM4 simulations
did not include in-line SMB calculations. However, included
in the output of each of these large-scale simulations were
the necessary atmospheric fields required to drive an updated
version of CLM, which includes calculations for generating in-line SMB and surface temperature values at multiple elevation levels over Greenland. We thus used the final
30 years of output from the previously performed coupled
climate model simulations of the LGM, MHO and preindustrial periods as looped input forcing for three corresponding
CLM4 simulations, which were integrated for 200 years each
to equilibrium and from which the final 30 years of equilibrium LGM, MHO and preindustrial SMB and surface temperature matrices were obtained at multiple vertical levels on
the coarse CLM4 grid.
These 30 year equilibrium SMB and surface temperature
climatologies formed the basis from which the continuous
forcing for the long transient ice sheet model spin was generated (Sect. 2.3). The downscaled end-member LGM, MHO
and preindustrial SMB and surface temperature fields based
on these climatologies are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. To ensure
a sufficient spin-up length, the simulation was initialized at
the end of the last interglacial (LIG). However, an appropriate fully coupled CESM LIG simulation was not available.
We thus assumed the MHO to be the best approximation for
the LIG and copied this forcing state for use as an idealized
initial end-member LIG SMB forcing. The bias in ice sheet
evolution resulting from using MHO forcing as a proxy for
LIG climate conditions had little effect on the final preindustrial ice sheet state (which was the primary target of the simulation) since the memory of this forcing was swept from the
system during the cold glacial period (Sect. 3). Full 30-year
climatologies of SMB and surface temperature were used to
ensure that both the mean climatology and any non-zero impacts on ice sheet evolution due to interannual SMB variability about the mean (Pritchard et al., 2008) were properly
captured.
2.3

Continuous ice sheet model boundary condition
generation

In order to provide continuous forcing for a 122 kyr ice
sheet model spin-up simulation ending at the preindustrial, it was necessary to create SMB and surface temperature matrices between the end-member climate states. This
www.geosci-model-dev.net/7/1183/2014/
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was done using a technique adopted and modified from
(Figs. 2 and 3):
stand-alone ice sheet model spin-up approaches. First, rep- 28
δ 18 OEM+1 − δ 18 OCC
resentative LGM, MHO(/LIG) and preindustrial δO18 val,
(1)
wt−1 = 18
δ OEM+1 − δ 18 OEM−1
ues were calculated by averaging the 600 years of NGRIP
values bounding each time period from the NGRIP δO18
wt+1 = 1 − wt−1 ,
(2)
record (Wolff et al., 2010) (for the preindustrial climate,
yr=1:30
yr=1:30
SMB(x, y, z)CC
= [SMB(x, y, z)EM−1 wt−1 ]
NGRIP values corresponding to the interval 1250–1850 were
yr=1:30
used). The 600-year averaging avoided aliasing of LGM,
+ [SMB(x, y, z)EM+1 wt+1 ],
(3)
MHO and preindustrial end-member climate NGRIP valyr=1:30
yr=1:30
T (x, y, z)CC
= [T (x, y, z)EM−1 wt−1 ]
ues due to centennial-scale variability in the NGRIP record.
18
The δO record was then thresholded slightly to account
yr=1:30
+ [T (x, y, z)EM+1 wt+1 ],
(4)
for the fact that time periods represented by the climate
model end-member simulations did not fall exactly on maxiwhere EM−1 and EM+1 represent bounding end-member climum/minimum MHO/LGM NGRIP values. This avoided armates for a particular mid-run climate period CC and CC intificial extrapolation of SMB values beyond the cold/warm
creases by 1 for every 600-year period (for example, for a
LGM/MHO cases, which would have potentially introduced
period CC in middle of the last glacial period EM−1 = LIG
non-realistic extrapolated SMB values such as negative SMB
and EM+1 = LGM). The interpolated 30-year SMB/surface
at the summit during the LGM and too-high accumulation
temperature climatology was then looped 20 times to produring the LIG/MHO. The practical impact of this threshvide the forcing for the 600-year CC period, with the reolding was to set SMB values of cold pre-LGM glacial perisulting daisy chain of looped climatologies providing the
ods between interstadials to slightly higher model-simulated
time-continuous forcing for the long continuous stand-alone
LGM values, despite suggestions from the isotopic record
CISM ice sheet simulation (after downscaling from the mathat these periods were actually slightly more extreme.
trix of SMB and surface temperature values to the GrIS toThe resulting thresholded NGRIP δO18 record was then
pography). Use of 600-year constant-climate climatologies,
used to guide the time interpolation between the end-member
instead of continuously interpolated SMB and temperature
SMB and surface temperature matrices for every time step
fields, was driven primarily by technical challenges encounand (x, y, z) location between the LIG and the preindustrial
tered in running (for the first time) a 122 kyr simulation
climates. Climate was assumed to vary in 600-year steps. For
within the CESM framework. Improvement of the proceeach 600-year period, a weight between bracketing climate
dure described here will include migration to a more continend-members was determined. A 30-year SMB/surface temuous, in-line approach. However, we are not concerned that
perature climatology was then constructed for this interval by
the initial method developed here would differ appreciably
a linear interpolation of SMB and temperature values from
from any smoother interpolation approach, given the relathe appropriate years of the bounding end-member climates
tively slow millennial-scale rates of change of climate during the last glacial cycle. The ice sheet model was initialized
Geosci. Model Dev., 7, 1183–1195, 2014
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Figure 2. 30-year climatological annual average surface temperature fields for the LGM (a), MHO (b) and preindustrial (c) endmember climate states. Blue/red circles: location of the summit/margin temperature time series presented in Fig. 4.

Figure 3. 30-year climatological SMB fields for the LGM (a),
MHO (b) and preindustrial (c) end-member climate states. Blue/red
circles: location of the summit/margin SMB time series presented
in Fig. 4.

1
at 122 ka with a present-day
geometry based on a modified
version of that presented in Bamber et al. (2001). Initial internal temperature profiles trended linearly from the CESMsimulated preindustrial surface temperature 2 degrees Celcius below the location-specific pressure-dependent melting
point. From this initial condition the transient temperature
and SMB forcings drove ice sheet model evolution.
The ice sheet model had previously undergone a
perturbed-physics analysis to determine a set of ice sheet parameters that corresponded to an optimal steady-state GrIS
geometry under constant preindustrial climate (Lipscomb
et al., 2013). We adopted these parameters for the present
study, despite their being generated using an ensemble of
equilibrium simulations. A full implementation of the spinup technique (demonstrated here with one simulation) will
ultimately involve a large, computationally intensive ensemble of transient spin-up simulations and subsequent selection of optimal ensemble members (e.g., Applegate et al.,
2012). We chose not to undertake this effort for the present
study, which is meant primarily as a demonstration of the
transient spin-up procedure and not as a full optimization exercise to identify optimal ice sheet parameter combinations.
Finally, compared to the simulations presented in Lipscomb
et al. (2013), some additional structural model changes were
present: the number of elevation levels in CLM was increased
to 36, the maximum snow depth in CLM was increased to
5 m water equivalent (w.e.), and a sub-grid snow-rain partitioning routine to segregate incoming precipitation based on
downscaled surface temperature was included.

1
In the following section
we describe important aspects of
this simulation, with a particular focus on trends in surface
conditions during the simulation and differences in the final
preindustrial state relative to a spin-up simulation driven with
constant preindustrial forcing. We place emphasis on evaluation of trends in surface SMB and surface temperature and
comparison to the equilibrium spin-up simulation rather than
the absolute surface conditions themselves, which are a function of the broader climate model state. This is motivated by
our aim not to validate the overlying climate model forcing
(which is a large and ongoing task that is subject to change as
CESM is developed further) but rather to verify that the spinup procedure produces qualitatively correct trends in surface
conditions and improves in a relative sense over an equilibrium spin-up approach. In addition, it is important to note
that the CCSM4 climate simulations used here were simulations of opportunity, in the sense that they were the only
fully coupled and equilibrated CCSM4 or CESM paleoclimate simulations available. While they provided broad forcing reflective of LGM, MHO and preindustrial time periods,
they were never initially intended to provide GrIS surface
conditions (or formally evaluated over the GrIS). Thus, we
emphasize that these climate model simulations were used,
in the context of this study, only to help demonstrate an application of the transient spin-up method template rather than
specifically generate an accurate and data-constrained reconstruction of GrIS behavior over the last glacial cycle.

3

Results

To demonstrate the procedure outlined above, a full LIG-topreindustrial transient ice sheet simulation was performed.
www.geosci-model-dev.net/7/1183/2014/

3.1

Evolution of surface forcing conditions

An important aspect of the procedure is its ability to generate reasonable trends in the transient forcing fields that
drive CISM throughout the course of the simulation. Figure 4
shows the evolution of temperature and SMB in the surface
layer of the ice sheet model at the observed summit location
Geosci. Model Dev., 7, 1183–1195, 2014
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and a representative western ablation zone location (the locations of these sample points are highlighted in Figs. 2 and 3).
A comparison of SMB and surface temperature time series
at these two locations highlights important strengths of the
spin-up technique. Near-surface temperature trends on the
margin are similar to interior trends and, as expected, temperatures in both regions decrease during glacial periods. The
temperature at the summit ranges from −30 ◦ C to −40 ◦ C:
the maximum simulated temperature compares well with that
reconstructed from the Greenland Ice Core Project (GRIP)
temperature profile (Dahl-Jensen et al., 1998), but the minimum simulated LGM temperature is significantly warmer.
This is partly due to the fact that thresholding of the NGRIP
δO18 record described in Sect. 2 thresholds cold pre-LGM
stadial temperatures, which the CESM LGM simulation does
not represent. Surface temperatures at the marginal location
are always warmer than those in the interior, ranging from
−7 ◦ C to −21 ◦ C.
In contrast to temperature trends, SMB trends in the interior are generally anticorrelated to trends on the margin.
During a glacial state, summit SMB decreases from over
0.2 m w.e. yr−1 to 0.11 m w.e. yr−1 , in agreement with accumulation rates derived from the GRIP ice core (Dahl-Jensen
et al., 1993). On the other hand, margin SMB increases from
−2 m w.e. yr−1 to 0.05 m w.e. yr−1 . The opposite response of
the two locations results from a lack of ablation in the interior and decreased atmospheric moisture transport in cold
climates. At the summit, since no ablation occurs at any time,
Geosci. Model Dev., 7, 1183–1195, 2014
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1
temperature evolution.

the simulated decrease in precipitation during glacial periods causes a decrease in SMB. This glacial decrease is due
to a combination of decreased moisture availability from increased sea ice cover, decreased marine boundary layer evaporative potential and decreased moisture-carrying capacity of
cold air. In contrast, marginal ablation zone SMB becomes
much less negative, and even slightly positive, during glacial
periods due to a reduction in ablation during glacial periods. Qualitative reproduction of the interior and margin SMB
trends in glacial climates thus serves as a validation of the basic climate model physics.
3.2

Evolution of ice sheet temperature

Of particular interest in the transient spin-up exercise is the
evolution of the internal ice temperature, which plays a large
role in regulating ice rheology. Figure 5a plots the evolution
of internal temperatures for the ice underlying the observed
summit location. The first ∼ 20 kyr of simulation are dominated by the slow spin-up of the ice temperature, mainly a
cooling at mid-depths, a process that is accelerated by strong
surface cooling corresponding to early glacial conditions.
The following ∼ 83 kyr are characterized by the increasing
penetration of cold glacial ice into the interior of the ice
sheet. The deglacial transition to the simulated Holocene is
well captured by internal temperatures, and the last ∼ 10 kyr
of the simulation are unique for the inversion in the upper
temperature profile as cold glacial ice is buried under warmer
Holocene interglacial ice. At its strongest, this inversion results in mid-Holocene near-surface ice that is up to 5 ◦ C
www.geosci-model-dev.net/7/1183/2014/
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1

warmer than ice at mid-depths. This inversion decreases with
time as the cold glacial signal advects marginwards and the
transition from the MHO to the preindustrial climate cools
the upper ice. However, cold mid-depth ice remains at the end
of the transient spin-up simulation, in good agreement with
the temperature profile obtained at the GRIP site (Greenland
Ice-Core Project Members, 1993).
The evolution and final state of the basal temperature field
is also important, since the distribution of basal ice temperatures at the pressure melting point determines where
basal sliding may potentially occur. Basal temperature shows
a very damped response to surface temperatures changes.
Nonetheless, the extended cold signal of the LGM is sufficient to penetrate to the bottom of the ice sheet in the transient spin-up simulation and actively depresses the basal temperatures at the preindustrial period (Fig. 5b). This delayed
present-day cooling response to LGM conditions occurs at
the same time that shallower regions of the central ice sheet
display warming, highlighting one aspect of the multiple response timescales inherent in the GrIS.
3.3

Evolution of ice sheet geometry

The simulated CISM ice sheet geometry evolves through the
simulation, in response to the transient SMB and surface
temperature forcing. Ice summit elevation primarily changes
in response to the interior accumulation trends. During the
LGM glacial period, the strong decrease in precipitation in
the interior is reflected by a corresponding 100–200 m drop
in summit elevation compared to the MHO/preindustrial elevation (Fig. 6). The elevation drop at the LGM relative to the
www.geosci-model-dev.net/7/1183/2014/
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MHO/preindustrial elevation is consistent with previous estimates of summit elevation changes based on modeling estimates that assume little margin migration (Cuffey and Clow,
1997), which is the case in the transient spin-up simulation.
At the same time, margins of the LGM ice sheet thicken
due to decreased ablation. The net effect of these two processes is a decrease in simulated LGM ice volume relative to
MHO/preindustrial ice volumes, since the decrease in interior ice volume outweighs the increase in marginal thickness.
Post-deglaciation, the summit elevation increases then remains relatively constant between the MHO and preindustrial states. This behavior is consistent with previous modeling, but not with data-based estimates which suggest summit thinning between the MHO and the preindustrial (Vinther
et al., 2009). The overall increase in post-glacial summit elevation is reflected by an interior ice volume increase while at
the same time anomalously low MHO-preindustrial ablation
around the margins results in (a) little margin retreat, (b) net
integrated SMB which at the end of the simulation is significantly (∼ 60 %) higher than the historical SMB (Ettema
et al., 2009) and (c) anomalously high marginal and total ice
volume at the preindustrial (Fig. 6). Over the final 4200 years
of the simulation, the ice sheet gains ice volume at a modest
rate of 9 km3 yr−1 , in rough agreement with the estimate of
20 km3 yr−1 made by Huybrechts (1994). The spatial pattern
of surface elevation change dH /dt also agrees qualitatively
with Huybrechts (1994), in that late Holocene mass gain is
concentrated at the margins of the ice sheet, particularly the
southwest.
While the overestimation of SMB is clearly the main
driver of excessive preindustrial ice sheet volume, use of a
shallow ice approximation (SIA) ice sheet model is also a
contributing factor because it does not properly capture ice
discharge through fast-flowing outlet glaciers. Regardless,
the net result is a too large GrIS ice volume relative both
to observations and that found in Lipscomb et al. (2013).
The latter model-to-model difference likely relates to the increase in maximum allowable snow depth between this study
and Lipscomb et al. (2013), which allows for greater refreezing in the snowpack and less runoff from the transition zone
of the ice sheet. Since the general overestimation of marginal
SMB in both cases is primarily attributable to CESM-derived
SMB biases (Lipscomb et al., 2013), we note (as previously)
that future improvements to the SMB fields generated by
CESM could significantly change the nature of ice sheet volume evolution during the spin-up procedure. However, most
importantly, the excessive preindustrial SMB and ice volume
does not preclude successful evaluation of the transient spinup method (the primary goal of this demonstration), which
is intended to derive ice sheet conditions that are consistent
with the preindustrial state of the climate model.
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Figure 7. (a) Difference in final preindustrial temperature across the
central ice sheet between transient and equilibrium spin-up simula1
tions (blue: transient simulation
is colder); (b) comparison of vertical temperature profiles at observed summit location to the GRIP
temperature profile. Red: transient spin-up; blue: equilibrium spinup; black: GRIP temperature profile.

3.4

Comparison of transient spin-up to equilibrium
spin-up at the preindustrial

A comparison of the final preindustrial state of the transient
spin-up simulation to the final state of the equilibrium spinup simulation provides a robust benchmark for assessing the
impact of climate history on the spin-up procedure. The fundamental utility of a transient spin-up in improving preindustrial ice sheet states has been previously well demonstrated
(e.g., Huybrechts, 1994). Here, we identify improvements of
the transient spin-up relative to the equilibrium spin-up simply to show that the transient spin-up method we have developed performs as expected, despite the imposed constraints
which ensure consistency when the final state is used as an
initial condition within a coupled climate model framework.
Figure 7a plots the difference in preindustrial internal temperatures between the transient and equilibrium spin-ups,
across the same cross section that contains the summit column plotted in Fig. 5. The difference in temperature is small
(less than 1 ◦ C) in the upper ice column but increases to almost 5 ◦ C in the deep interior. Figure 7b plots the observed
GRIP temperature profile (Greenland Ice-Core Project Members, 1993) against the equivalent preindustrial transient and
equilibrium spin-up profiles. The transient spin-up does a
significantly better job at matching the GRIP temperature
profile, confirming the ability of the spin-up procedure to
better reflect past ice history in the final ice sheet internal
Geosci. Model Dev., 7, 1183–1195, 2014
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Figure 8. Preindustrial basal temperatures for both transient (a) and
equilibrium spin-up (b) simulations.

1

state. The temperature at the base of the GRIP core location
is significantly warmer than observed in both the transient
and equilibrium spin-up simulations (though slightly less so
in the case of the transient spin-up): this is perhaps due to too
high a prescribed geothermal heat flux in this location relative to the actual flux and/or due to spatial biases in the simulated temperature distribution (highlighted by the fact that
a ∼ 40 km shift in the location of the simulated GRIP temperature profile would provide a much better basal ice temperature comparison). Regardless, the presence of this bias
in both simulations indicates that the issue is related to other
aspects of model design and not specifically to the spin-up
technique.
Differences in basal temperatures between the equilibrium
and transient spin-up simulations are shown in Fig. 8. The
transient spin-up displays colder basal temperatures in the
interior, most prominently along the major ice divides where
temperatures are up to 5 ◦ C colder due to advection of the
LGM cold signal to the base of the ice sheet. Elsewhere,
the basal temperature difference is small yet still significant
enough to impact the distribution of basal ice at the pressuredependent melting point: 28 % of the basal area in the final
state of the equilibrium spin-up simulation is at the pressuremelting point, while the equivalent basal area in the transient
spin-up is only 20 %. Since basal sliding only occurs if the
bed is at the pressure-dependent melting point, this decrease
in area available for basal sliding produces a notable drop
in the extent of simulated basal sliding occurring in the final
state of the transient spin-up simulation, relative to the equilibrium simulation. Since sliding plays a small role in total
ice transport for the ice sheet model used here, this has a
www.geosci-model-dev.net/7/1183/2014/
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Figure 9. Surface heights for transient spin-up simulation preindustrial state (a), equilibrium spin-up simulation preindustrial state (b)
and observed geometry (c). Both model simulations clearly overestimate ice thickness and resulting surface height around the margins.

1 evolution. However, were a higherminor impact on overall
order ice sheet model with greater sliding-derived transport
to be used instead, the change in the extent of basal sliding
due to spin-up technique could play a more important role in
determining both the preindustrial ice sheet state and future
evolution of the model.
Final preindustrial surface elevations for the two spin-ups
are shown in Fig. 9a and b, the observed GrIS surface elevation is shown in Fig. 9c, and the difference in the simulated
surface elevations is displayed in Fig. 10. As noted previously, the model generates too much marginal ice, regardless
of the spin-up procedure. Thus, decreases in marginal ice
volume represent an improvement in model performance. To
this end, the transient spin-up simulation displays decreases
in ice thickness of up to 500 m in the northern ice sheet relative to the equilibrium spin-up simulation (Fig. 10): this
difference likely arises from decreased accumulation during
the LGM, followed by the warm period of the MHO during
which simulated near-coastal ablation was somewhat higher
than during the preindustrial. The ice sheet interior is slightly
higher in the transient spin-up case compared the equilibrium spin-up case, likely due to the influence of decreased
basal sliding resulting from colder basal temperatures. Both
of these effects nudge the transiently spun-up preindustrial
state closer to the observed ice sheet geometry, compared to
the equilibrium spin-up simulation.

4

Discussion

In this work we have described and demonstrated a technique for generating ice sheet initial conditions for use in
future fully coupled climate model simulations that are geometrically and thermodynamically consistent with the preindustrial climate model state yet contain a transient memory
www.geosci-model-dev.net/7/1183/2014/
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the transient spin-up state is higher. The thick grey line is the zerocontour.
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of past climate. The procedure involves generation of endmember SMB and surface temperature matrices from climate
model simulations, using bias-uncorrected energy-balancemodel-based calculations. This is followed by a stand-alone
ice sheet model simulation through the last glacial period
with forcing derived from interpolation of these end-member
SMB values. The latter procedure is similar in principle
to relatively established techniques for spinning up standalone ice sheet models (e.g., Huybrechts, 1994). However,
the significant novelty of the present procedure is that it
extends these techniques by utilizing SMB and temperature values generated by an energy balance model embedded within a climate model in order to generate an ice sheet
state that is amenable for use as an initial condition in fully
coupled ice sheet/climate simulations. Important constraints
are imposed in this study that are unique relative to other
studies that use climate model output to force ice sheet
models but are not concerned with integration into a coupled modeling framework (e.g., Charbit et al., 2002; Zweck
and Huybrechts, 2005; Charbit et al., 2007; Forsström and
Greve, 2004; van den Berg et al., 2008; Goelzer et al., 2013;
Yan et al., 2014). For example, we are limited from using PDD schemes forced with climate model temperature
and total precipitation fields since the SMB derived from
such schemes would be different from the more physically
based energy-balance-model-derived SMB generated within
the climate model code. This would produce a preindustrial
ice sheet state that would be inconsistent with the simulated
climate and result in spurious transients in fully coupled simulations. We also cannot use arbitrary corrections such as
anomaly-based forcing or regional nudging to improve the
Geosci. Model Dev., 7, 1183–1195, 2014
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SMB fields prior to use as ice sheet model boundary conditions, as this would also make the resulting ice sheet state
inconsistent with the climate-model-derived forcing. Finally,
we cannot (within the scope of this method’s description)
tune CESM to provide more realistic SMB fields in the same
way that a highly parameterized representation of ice sheet
climate forcing can be tuned. This is because CESM is a fullcomplexity climate model that is ultimately forced by planetary boundary conditions, and tuning such a model practically is not a simple “order 1” parametric sensitivity study
but rather an ongoing CESM community effort.
The constraints we impose in our spin-up result in a significant overestimate of the final GrIS volume, largely due
to SMB overestimates from the end-member CESM simulations. However, the goal of the exercise is to demonstrate the
ability to generate an ice sheet state that is consistent with climate model forcing, not to generate an accurate GrIS reconstruction through the last glacial cycle. Within this context,
the overestimated volume does not preclude the success of
the method. Instead, it points to clear routes to improvement
in the overlying CLM and CESM model that are the target of
ongoing global climate model tuning exercises. More generally, it is notable that all the other the non-land-ice components of the CESM also display significant historical biases
(e.g., de Boer et al., 2012; Lawrence et al., 2012; Bates et al.,
2012; Kopparla et al., 2013); the ice volume overestimate we
obtain is directly analogous to these biases and must be reduced though comprehensive global coupled model improvement.
Inverse procedures (e.g., Arthern and Gudmundsson,
2010; Price et al., 2011; Gillet-Chaulet et al., 2012) have
been used recently to calculate basal drag coefficient fields
such that the difference between simulated and observed velocities is minimized. Inverse methods are primarily aimed at
generating initial conditions for short-term ice sheet forecasts
which (like weather forecasts) ideally require initial states
very close to those which are observed. However, it is not
clear that such methods are feasible alternatives to the approach described here for century-to-millennia scale simulations using fully coupled ice sheet/climate models. Since
coupled models are in no way constrained by observations
during run-time, an equilibrated coupled model representation of the preindustrial will almost invariably display (hopefully small) biases compared to observations, including biases in ice sheet state: this is the trade-off for fully coupled
system consistency. Conversely, an ice sheet state that is in
force balance and reproduces observed velocities will display negligible biases compared to observations but will very
likely be inconsistent with any model-derived climate. Thus,
if an ice sheet initialized by an observationally constrained
inverse method were to be inserted into the CESM or another
climate model, an initialization shock would occur as the ice
sheet velocities, temperature distribution and geometry readjusted to the new fully coupled surface forcings. It could be
possible to derive a cost function to integrate climate model
Geosci. Model Dev., 7, 1183–1195, 2014
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surface forcings into the inversion procedure, such that the
optimal inverted basal drag coefficient field results in an ice
sheet that respects both balance velocities and modeled surface conditions such as SMB and temperature (Price et al.,
2011). However, additional issues could arise. For example,
any climate model biases that are reflected in the simulated
SMB would not be removed but simply transferred to the
ice sheet model basal traction coefficient field. Perhaps more
critically, any ice sheet model within a coupled model must
be allowed to incept or expand into ice-free regions, but it is
not clear how inversion techniques would account for ice expansion where no ice velocity exists in current observations.
The ability to expand to currently ice-free regions is critical
for simulated preindustrial climate consistency and certainly
for coupled simulations of colder periods such as the LGM.
Several recent studies have utilized large ensembles of ice
sheet simulations to optimize important ice sheet model parameters (Stone et al., 2010; Applegate et al., 2012; Lipscomb et al., 2013). The impact of a transient spin-up on
optimal ice sheet parameters could manifest itself in several
ways. A transient spin-up results in colder interior temperatures in much of the interior of the ice sheet, particularly in
deeper ice where deformational flow is strongest. Thus, the
optimal ice sheet parameter set should tend to have a higher
flow enhancement factor compared to an equilibrium spinup if this is one free parameter in the optimization. Lower
basal temperatures should shrink the regions where basal
sliding occurs. To compensate, optimal basal sliding coefficients should generally be higher in sliding regions for the
case where transient spin-ups are used.
The ice sheet model currently implemented in CESM is
a shallow-ice-approximation model with simple representations of geothermal heat flux and sliding. Future improvements to the model that may affect the transient spin-up simulation could include use of fuller lithospheric heat conduction calculations (Rogozhina et al., 2011), a spatial distribution of basal coefficients or use of a higher-order ice sheet
model that better captures outlet glacier dynamics (Price
et al., 2011). However, we suggest that the response of a
model with these improvements would be qualitatively similar to those presented here since the dominant control on
long-term ice evolution is climate forcing (Quiquet et al.,
2012; Fyke et al., 2014a). On this note, we highlight that
improvements to climate-model-derived forcing would certainly have an impact on the evolution of the ice sheet model
through the last glacial period. Particularly, CLM4 forced
with previously simulated CCSM4 output tends to produce
too little ablation and/or the growth of in situ ice around the
GrIS margins, resulting in excessive ice growth. Were this
climate bias improved, the final biases state of the preindustrial GrIS would be reduced. Improving CESM-derived
SMB is an ongoing prioritized project and future repeats
of this simulation could show changes to the preindustrial
ice sheet geometry and temperature distribution that reflect
structural CESM changes. However, here we primarily wish
www.geosci-model-dev.net/7/1183/2014/
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to document and demonstrate the spin-up approach itself, using presently available coupled simulations. To that end, general model behavior such as the generation of spatially variable SMB trends of opposite sign, the residual LGM internal
ice temperature signal that matches observations, and the increase in summit elevation between LGM and preindustrial
suggest that the spin-up technique is reasonable and can be
used to generate preindustrial ice sheet initial conditions as
part of the suite of initial conditions for fully coupled CESM
simulations of future climate change.
Testing the long-term impact of the climate-consistent
restart that we present here requires simulations past the year
2100, since prior to this time, the majority of the ice response is due to atmospheric and oceanic boundary condition changes and not to the internal climate history of the
ice (Seroussi et al., 2013). Only after several hundred years
do the effects of ice dynamics begin to play a major role
in determining the ice sheet evolution (Ridley et al., 2005).
However, to date, CESM simulations including SMB have
only extended to the year 2100 and, in addition, have not
contained a full representation of two-way ice sheet/climate
coupling. This coupling is required past the year 2100 due to
the increasing strength of ice sheet/climate feedbacks (Vizcaíno et al., 2010). Completion of the full ice sheet/climate
model CESM-CISM (Fyke et al., 2014b) will allow for a
full analysis of the consistency of the spun-up ice sheet state
within the fully coupled framework and a robust analysis of
the role of ice sheet spin-up procedure in determining multicentury (post-2100) GrIS evolution trends. This work will
be reported in upcoming studies; here we focus on detailing
the methodology behind the spin-up technique we will use in
these coupled simulations.

5

Conclusions

We have described and demonstrated a new procedure for
generating a simulated preindustrial ice sheet state for use in
fully coupled ice sheet/climate models. The procedure generates an ice sheet state that is consistent with simulated preindustrial climate forcing but also contains a consistent thermodynamic memory of climate-model-simulated paleoclimatic
conditions. As a result, the effect of past climate on future ice
sheet evolution is captured while non-physical trends in the
ice sheet component of future ice sheet/climate simulations
are avoided. This capability allows for the creation of consistent ice sheet/climate conditions that can be used as part of
the set of initial conditions for coupled model simulations of
future ice sheet and sea level change.
The technique was developed within the CESM framework. It uses ice core data to guide interpolation of surface
mass balance and temperature fields generated from CLM
simulations (driven by forcing from previous fully coupled
CESM simulations) in order to generate the time-continuous
forcing required for long ice sheet spin-up simulations.
www.geosci-model-dev.net/7/1183/2014/
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Unique to this approach is the use of matrices of surface mass
balance and temperature fields generated using an un-biascorrected energy balance model instead of a simpler positivedegree-day approach. The procedure results in a preindustrial
ice sheet geometry and temperature distribution that fully reflects both simulated preindustrial and earlier paleoclimate
climate states yet avoids artificial climate forcing discontinuities, which is a necessary precondition for consistent
fully coupled simulations of future coupled ice sheet/climate
change.
We demonstrated the feasibility of the procedure for the
Greenland ice sheet by carrying out a full 122 000 year simulation from the LIG to the preindustrial period. The ice
sheet simulation displayed qualitatively correct surface mass
balance, vertical summit migration and internal temperature
evolution trends. At the preindustrial, a residual LGM thermal signature was present in the simulated ice sheet and
important improvements were apparent over a corresponding spin-up using constant preindustrial forcing. Internal and
basal ice temperatures were up to 5 ◦ C cooler compared to
a spin-up forced with constant preindustrial conditions and
ice sheet thickness was improved in places by up to 500 m
compared to observed thicknesses. Excess ice thickness primarily due to climate model forcing biases remained around
the margins, resulting in an overestimate of the preindustrial
GrIS volume. However, this ice volume bias does not preclude the demonstrated ability of the spin-up procedure to
generate an ice sheet state with a dynamic and thermodynamic memory of past climate that is consistent with the
simulated preindustrial climate. Rather, it emphasizes that
improvements to climate-side surface mass balance calculations are important in order to produce a spun-up ice sheet
state that better matches observations. Thus, we are confident that the technique described here is a feasible approach
for providing consistent ice sheet initial conditions within a
fully coupled ice sheet/climate model framework.
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